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THE POSTMODERNIST TURN IN 
ANTHROPOLOGY: CAUTIONS FROM A 
FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE 

FRANCES E. MASCIA-LEES, PATRICIA SHARPE, ANO 
COLLEEN BALLERINO COHEN 

At this profciundly self-reflexive moment in anthropology-a mo
ment of questioning traditional modes of representation in the 
discipline-practitioners seeking to write a genuinely new ethnog
raphy would do better to use feminist theory as a model than to 
draw on postmodern trends in epistemology and literary criticism 
with which they have thus far claimed allegiance.! Unlike postmod-
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1 The term "new ethnography" is commonly used to refer to cultural accounts 
that are reflexive in a sense seldom seen in traditional ethnographic ·writing. This 
reflexivity can take the form of identification of the fieldworker as an actor in the 
ethnographic situation, as in Paul Rabinow's Refiections on Fieldwork in Morocco 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1977); Barbara Myer
hoff's Number Our Days (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1978); Faul Friedrich's The 
Princes of Nara'nja: An Essay in Anthrohistorical Metl6Jd (Austin: University of 
Texas Press, 1986); Marianne Alverson's Under African Sun (Chicago and London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1987); J. Favret-Saada' s Deadly Words: Witchcraft in 
the Bocage (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980); and Manda Cesara's 
Refiections of a Woman Anthropologist: No Hiding Places (New York: Academic 
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ernism, feminist theory is an intellectual system that knows its 
politics, a politics directed toward securing recognition that the 
feminine is as crucial an element of the human as the masculine, 
and thus a politics skeptical and critical of traditional "universal 
truths" concerning human behavior. Similarly, anthropology is 
grounded in a politics: it aims to secure a recognition that the 
non-Western is as crucial an element of thé human as the Western 
and thus is skeptical and critical of Western claims to knowledge 
and understanding. 

Anthropologists influenced by postmodernism have recognized 
the need to claim a politics in order to appeal to an anthropological 
audience. This is evident even in the titles of the two most influential 
explications ofthis reflexive moment: Anthropology as Cultural Cri
tique: AnExperimentalMomentin the Human Sciences and Writing 
Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnography.2 I~deed, the pop-

Press, 1982). It can present a commentary on cultural difference throughthe 
highlighting of intersubjective interactions, as in Marjorie Shostak' s Nisa: The Life 
and Words of a !Kung Woman (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1981); 
Kevin Dwyer's Moroeean Dialogues (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1982); and Vincent Crapanzano's Tuhami: Portrait of a Moroeean (Chicago: Uni
versity of Chicago Press, 1980). It can experiment with traditional ethnographic 
rhetorical forms, as in Edward Schieffelín's The Sorrow of the Lonely and the 
Burning of the Daneers (New York: Sto Martin's Press, 1976); and Michelle Rosaldo' s 
Knowledge and Pass ion: Ilongot Notions of Self and Social Life (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1980); or it can offer a close scrutiny of global systems 
of domination through the examination of symbolíc manifestations in the líves of 
individuals, as in Michael Taussig's The Devil and Commodity Fetishism in South 
America (Chapel Hil!: University of North Carolina Press, 1980); June Nash's We 
Eat the Mines and the Mines Eat Us: Dependeney and Exploitation in Bolivian Tin 
Mines (New York: Columbia University Press, 1979); and Gananath Obeyesekere's 
Medusa's Hair: An Essay on Personal Symbols and Religious Experienee (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles: University ofCalifornia Press, 1981). In addition, there is a recent 
movement to read traditional ethnographic texts, such as Bronislaw Malinowskí's 
Argonauts of the Western Paeifie (New York: Dutton, 1~61); and E. E. Evans
Pritchard's The Nuer (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1940), for their narrative 
structure or rhetorical style, as well as to claim early texts once presented as"m~re 
flction," such as Elenore Bowen's (pseudonym for Laura Bohannan) Return to 
Laughter: An Anthropological Novel (New York: Harper & Row, 1'954); and Gregory 
Bateson's Naven: A Survey ofthe Problems Suggested by a Composite Pieture of a 
Culture of a New Guinea Tribe Drawn from Three Points ofView (Stanford, Calif.: 
Stanford University Press, 1936), as precursors to the "new ethnography." This list 
is not exhaustive or particularly selective; many of these ethnographies employ 
several reflexive strategies. Among people talking about the new ethnography there 
is only limited consensus on which works are exemplars of the trend. 

2 George E. Marcus and Michael M. J. Fischer, Anthropology as Cultural Cri
tique: An Experimental Moment in the Human Scienees (Chicago and London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1986); James Clifford and George E. Marcus, eds., 
Writing Culture: The Poeties and Polities of Ethnography (Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1986). 
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ularity of these books may be due as much to their appeal to anthro
pologists' traditional moral imperative-that we must question and 
expand Western definitions of the human-as to the current concern 
with modes of expression. Postmodern in their attention to texture 
and form as well as in their emphasis on language, text, and the nature 
of representation, these two works seek to connect this focus with 
the politics inherent in the anthropological enterprise. George Mar
cus and Michael Fischer' s Anthropology as Cultural Critique, for ex
ample, starts off with a restatement of anthropology' s traditional 
goals: to salvage "distinct cultural forms of life from the processes 
of global Westernization" and to serve "as a form of cultural critique 
of ourselves."3 In keeping with postmodernism' s emphasis on style, 
the authors claim that it is through new types of experimental eth
nographic writing that anthropology can best expose the global sys
tems of power relations that are embedded in traditional represen
tations of other societies. 

Underlying the new ethnography are questions concerning 
anthropology's role in the maintenance ofWestern hegemony: how 
have anthropological writings constructed or perpetuated myths 
about the non-Western "other"? How have these constructed im
ages served the interest of the West? Even when critiquing colo
nialism and questioning Western representations of other societies, 
anthropology cannot avoid proposing alternative constructions. 
This has led to the recognition that ethnography is "always caught 
1!P withthe invention, not the representation, of cultures."4 And, as 
James Clifford suggests, the resultant undelmining of the truth 
claims of Western representations of the "other" has been rein
forced by important theorizing about the limits of representation 
itself in diverse fields.5 

Postmodernist anthropologists, with their focus on classic eth
nographies as texts, wish to call attention to the constructed nature 
of cultural accounts. They also wish to explore new forms of writing 
that will reflect the newly problematized relationships among 
writer, reader, and subject matter in anthropology in an age when 
the native infonnant may read and contest th~ ethnographer' s 
characterizations-indeed, may well have heard of J acques Derrida 
and have a copy of the latest Banana Republic catalog.6 Postmod-

3 Mareus and Fischer, esp. 1. 
4 James Clifford, "Introduetion;' in Clifford and Mareus, eds., 1-26, esp. 2. See 

Roy Wagner, The Invention oj Culture (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 1975) 
fo< an elaboration of this idea. 

s Clifford, "Introduction," 10. 
6 Marilyn Strathern, "Out of Context: The Persuasive Fictions of Anthropology," 

Current Anthropology 28, no. 3 aune 1987): 251-70, esp. 269; James Clifford, "On 
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ernist anthropologists elaim that the aim of experimentation with 
such forms as intertextuality, dialogue, and self-referentiality is to 
demystify the anthropologist' s unitary authority and thus to in
elude, and structure the relationships among, the "many voices 
elamoring for expression"7 in the ethnographic situation. However, 
these new ways of structuring are more subtle and enigmatic than 
traditional modes of anthropological writing: they may serve to 
make the new ethnographies more obscure and, thus, difficult for 
anyone but highly trained specialists to dispute. 

The essays in James Clifford and George Marcus's Writing 
. CuZt;;'re: The Poetics and Polítics oj Ethnography are con cerned 
with theexplication of the relation between the ethnographic field 
situation and the style of the ethnographic texto In his introduction 
to the book, for example, Clifford explains the effects of the new 
ethnographers' useof dialogue: "It locates cultural interpr.etations 
in many sorts of reciprocal contexts, and it obliges writers to find 
diverse ways of rendering negotiated realities as multisubjective, 
power-Iaden, and incongruent. In this view, 'culture' is always 
relational, an inscription of communicative processes that exist, 
historically, between subjects in relation to power."8 

Thus, Clifford argues that new ethnographers, those anthropol
ogists who do not just theorize about textual production but who 
write cultural accounts, employ experimental writing techniques in 
an attempt to expose the power relations embedded in any ethno
graphic work and to produce a text that is less encumbered with 
Western assumptions and categories than traditional ethnographies 
have been. Michelle Rosaldo, for example, has attempted to make 
the initial cultural unintelligibility of the voice of an Ilongot 
headhunter persuasive not so much through argumentation or 
explication as through repetition. 9 In Nisa: The Lije and Words oj a 
!KungWoman, Mmjorie Shostakjuxtaposes the voice ofthe "other" 
with the voice of the ethnographer to offer the reader the possibility 
of confronting the difference between two distinct modes of 
understanding. 1O In Moroccan Dialogues, Kevin Dwyer experi- f$ 

ments with a dialogic mode of representation to emphasize that the 
ethnographic text is a collaborative endeavor between himself and 

Ethnographic Allegory," in Clifford and Marcus, eds., 98-121, esp. 117; and Paul 
Stoller, "A Dialogue on Anthropology between a Songhay and an Inquirer" (paper 
presented at the eighty-seyenth annual meeting of the American Anthropological 
Association, Phoenix, Ariz., Noyember 16-20, 1988). 
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7 Clifford, "Introduction," 15. 
8 Ibid. (emphasis Clifford's). 
9 Rosaldo (n. 1 aboye). 
!O Shostak (n. 1 aboye). 
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a Moroccan farmer. ll Other experimental works have concentrated 
on exposing how the observation, as well as the interpretation, of 
another culture are affected by a researcher's cultural identity and 
mode of expression. In The Princes of Naranja: An Essay in 
Anthrohistorical Method, for example, Paul Friedrich gives an 
extensive discussion of his own personal history, showing how his 
childhood farm experiences predisposed him to a study of agrarian 
life and how an almost unbelievable series of physical mishaps led 
him to reorganize his entire book. He also shows how this reorder
ing and his choice of stylistic devices such as texturing and 
"historical holography" help convey a sense of Naranjan life as 
complex. 12 

However, what appear to be new and exciting insights to these 
new postmodernist anthropologists-that culture is composed of 
seriously contested codes of meaning, that language and politics are 
inseparable, and that constructing the "other" entails relations of 
dominationl3-are insights that have received repeated and rich 
exploration in f~minist theory for the past forty years. Discussion of 
the female as "other" was the starting point of contemporary 
feminist theory. As early as 1949; Sirilone de Beauvoir's The Second 
Sex argued that it was by constructin¡(i:he woman as "other" that 
men in Western culture have constituted themselves as subjectsY 
An early goal of this second wave of feminism was to recover 
women's experience and thereby to n.nd ways that we as women 
could constitute ourselves-claim ourselves-as subjects. This 
early feminist theory does have similarities \vith traditional anthro-

.p,ology. l!.oth were concerned "~ith the relationship of the dominant 
ando the "other," and with tñe neect "ta éxpand añd question 
den.nitions of the human. However, even in this early stage, a 
crucial difference existed between anthropological and feminist 
inquiries. While anthropology questioned the status of the 
participant-observer, it spoke from the position of the domi~ant and 
thus for the "other." Feminists speak from the position of the 
" other." 

This is not to oversimplify. lt was not possible for feminists to 
speak directly as "other." Women in consciousness-raising groups 
were not simpiy giving voice to already form1Wlated but not yet 
articulated women' s perspectives; they were creatively construct
ing them. In telling stories about their experiences, they were 

11 Dwyer (n, 1 aboye), 
12 Friedrich (n, 1 aboye), 
13 Clifford, "Introduction;' 2, 
14 Simone de Beauyoir, The Second Sex (1949 in French; reprint, New York: Alfred 

Knopf, 1953), 
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giving them new meanings, meanings other than those granted by 
patriarchy, which sees women only as seductresses 01' wives, as 
good 01' bad mothers. Similarly, feminist scholars sought to con
struct new theoretical interpretations of women. Yet, even when 
attempting to speak for women, and as women, feminist scholars 
wrote within a patriarchal discourse that does not accord subject 
status to the feminine. In this way feminists exposed the contrildic
tions in a supposedly neutral and objective discourse that always 
proceeds from a gendered being and thereby questioned, the 
adequacy of academic discourse. Thus, feminist theory, even in the 
Hí70s, was concerned not simply with understanding women' s 
experience of otherness but also with the inscription of wom~n as 
"other" in language ánd discourse. This was particularly evident in 
feminist literary criticism, which moved from the catal6ging of 
stereotypes l5 to the study of female authorship as re8<isíal~~.nd 
reinscription. 16 French feminists, notably Hélene Cixaus andLuce 
Irigaray, playfully exploited language' s metaphoric and pol:y$.émic 
capacities to give voice to feminist reinterpretations of düríiinant 
myths about women.17 

A fundamental goal of the new ethnography is similá~; to 
apprehend and inscribe "others" in such a way as not to detÍy or 
diffuse their claims to subjecthood. As Marcus and FischerpUt. it, 
the new ethnography seeks to allow "the adequate represeI1ta#on 
of other voices 01' points of view across cultural boundaries."18 
Informed by the notion of culture as a colkctive and histori~ally 
contingent construct, the new ethnography claims to be acutely 
sensitive to cultural differences and, within cultures, to the rnúlti
plicity of individual experience. 

However, despite these similarities, when anthropologists l¿ok 
for a theory on which to ground the new ethnography, they tur"n to 
postmodernism, dismissing feminist theory as having little to teach 

15 See esp, Mary EIlmann, Thinking abaut Wamen (New York: Harcourt,Brac~ 
J ovanovich, 1968); and Annis Pratt, Archetypal Patterns in Wamen' s Fictian (Bloom
ington: Indiana University Press, 1982), 

16 See esp, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, The Madwaman in the Attic: The 
Waman Writer and the Nintiteenth-Century Literary Imaginatian (New'Raven, 
Conn,: Yale University Press, 1980); Elaine Showalter, A Literature afTheir O~n: 
British Wamen Navelists fmm Bmnte ta Lessing (Princeton, N,J,: Princeton Uni
versity Press, 1977); and EIlen Moers, Literary Wamen (New York: Doubleday, 
1976), 

17 HélEme Cixous, "The Laugh of the Medusa," trans, Keith Cohen apd Paula 
Cohen, in The Signs Reader: Wamen, Gender and Schalarship, ed, Elizabeth· Abel 
and Emily K. Abel (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1983), 
279-97; and Luce Irigaray, "This Sex Which 1s Not One," in New French Feminisms, 
ed, Elaine Marks and IsabeIle de Courtivron (New York: Schocken, 1981), 99-106, 

18 Marcus and Fischer (n, 2 aboye), 2, 
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that anthropology does not already know. For example, Marcus and 
Fischer cla~m, "The debate over gender differences stimulated by 
feminism ... often [falls] into the same rhetorical strategies that 
once were used for playing off the dissatisfactions of civilized 
socÍety against the virtues of the primitive."19 By focusing exclu
sively Óir.Üíose feminists who valorize "essential" female charac
teristicslike motherhood and peaceableness, Marcus and Fischer 
constru~ feminism as little more than the expression of women' S 

dissatisfa~tions with a sinister patriarchy. Thus, their ignorance of 
the full' ,spectrum of feminist theory may partly explain their 
dismissal of it. 

Similariy, Clifford justifies the exclusion of feminist anthropol
ogists fromWriting Culture: The Poeties and Polities of Ethnogra
phy with a guestionable characterization of the feminist enterprise 
in antnrqpology: "Feminist ethnography has focused either on 
setting th,e record straight about women or revising anthropological 
categotie~ ..... It has not produced either unconventional forms of 
wr<iting oC .. a developed reflection on ethnographic textuality as 
such."~Q:;C::Hfford nonetheless uses Margorie Shostak' s Nisa: The 
Lite' ang',Words of a !Kung Woman as a primary example in his 
essiay;,.:~Ón:'Ethnographic Allegory" in the same volume. In this 
essay, hec.alls Shostak' s work at once "feminist" and "original in its 
polyvocalíty, ... manifestly the product of a collaboration with the 
other;' ryflexive of "a troubled, inventive moment in the history of 
cross-cuHúpl representation."21 He therefore reveals not only that 
he cleá:d~.~knows of at least one feminist ethnography that has 
employed -:'unconventional forms of writing," but also that he 

__ '-~7.p¡;."::.{~;¡:s.j;Q"..Writ~abOlltJemir1Ísts_rather than iIlyiting them to w:rite 
for themselves . 

. Thisd:lritradiction makes sense in the context ofClifford's essay 
on ethnQ'giiphic allegory. In it he seeks to demonstrate that the new 
ethúography is like traditional anthropological writings about the 
"other;'irithat both use allegory. He argues that all ethnography is 
inevitaQJ~ aUegorical since it at once presents us with a represen
tation of adifferent reality and continuously refers to another 
pattern;of ideas to make that difference comprehensible. It is odd 
that GPfford uses ,a feminist ethnography as his only example of 
how ne~ethnography is allegorical since, in view ~ his statement 
about feminist ethnography' s lack of experimentation in his intro" 
duction, he himself should suspect that Shostak' s work is not 
representative of the new ethnography. Such a contradiction seems 

19 Ibid., 135. 
20 Clifford, "Introduction," 20--2L 
21 Clifford, "On Ethnographic Allegory" (n. 6 aboye), 104-9. 
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to betray Clífford' S tendency to equate women with force s of 
cultural conservatism. In dismissing the novelty of feminist work in 
anthropology, Clifford seeks to validate Writing Culture as truly 
innovative: "The essays in this volume occupy a new space opened 
up by the disintegration of 'Man' as telas for a whole discipline."22 
Like European explorers discovering the New World;':Clifford and 
his colleagues perceive a new and uninhabited spa0e. where, in 
fact, feminists have long be en at work. .. 

How can we understand this dismissal of feminisfuinfavor of 
postmodernism, the dismissal of political engagemeri'Ún favor of a 
view that "beholds the world blankly, with a knoWingness that 
dissolves feeling and commitment into irony"?23 AJithr.opologists 
should be uncomfortable with an aesthetic view of theworld as a 
global shopping center and suspicious of an ideology that sustains 
the global ecoriomic system.24 Of comBe; there are'll1'íinY1'>t5"'5tYá'6d~-c .. 
ernisms, just as there are many feminisms, and withirt.both move
ments definitions are contested.25 While there is alsO:c.onsiderable 
overlap, postmodernism is unlike feminism in its relatlonship to the 
ferment of the 1960s.26 While contemporary feminismis an ongoing 
polítical movement with roots in the 1960s, "post~modernism is 
aboye all post-1960s; its keynote is cultural helpl~ssness. It is 
post-Viet Nam, post-New Left, post-hippie, post-Waterg~te .. History 
was ruptured, passions have been expended, belie('has tecome 
difficult .... The 1960s exp10ded our belíef in prog.r'ess .... Old 
verities crumb1ed, but new ones have not settled in. Self-regarding 
irony and b1ankness are a way of staving off anxieties, rages, terrors, 
and hungers that have been kicked up but cannot findresolution."27 
The sense ofhe1p1essness that postmodernism expresses is broader, 
however, than the disillusionment of the 1960s' 1eft~sts; it is an 
experience of tremendous 10ss of mastery in traditionally dominant 
groups. In the postmodern period, theorists "stave off" their anxi-

22 Clifford, "Introduction," 4. 
23 Todd Gitlin, "Hip-Deep in Post-Modernism," New York Times Book RevieuJlf 

(November 6, 1988), 1,35-36, esp. 35. 
24 See Fredric Jameson, "Postmodernism and Consumer Society;' in The Anti

Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture, ed. H. Foster (Port Townsend, Wash.: Bay 
Press, 1983), 111-25. . 

25 This point recently has been made by Daryl McGowan Tress; "Comment on 
Flax's 'Postmodernism and Gender Relations in Feminist Theory;'" Signs: Journal 
ofWomen in Culture and Society 14, no. 1 (Autumn 1988): 196-200. 

26 See Jane Flax, "Postmodernism and Gender Relations in Feminist Theory," 
Signs 12, no. 4 (Summer 1987): 621-43; Craig Owens, "The Discourse of Others: 
Feminists and Postmodernism," in Foster, ed., 57-82. Nancy Ff¡¡ser aÍíd Linda 
Nicholson, "Social Criticism without Philosophy: An Encounter between Feminism 
and Postmodernism," Theory, Culture, and Society 5 (June 1988): 373-94, was very 
helpful to us on this point. 

27 Gitlin, 36. 
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ety by questicining the basis of the truths that they are losing the 
privilege to define. 

Political scientist Nancy Hartsock has made a similar observation; 
she finds it curious that the postmodern claim that verbal constructs 
do not corréspond in a direct way to reality has arisen precisely when 
women and nOI}~Western peoples have begun to speak for themselves 
and, indeed, to speak about global systems of power differentials. 28 

In fact, Hartsock suggests that the postmodern view that truth and 
know ledge are contingent and multiple may be seen to act as a truth 
claim itself, a claim thatundermines the ontological status ofthe sub
ject at the very time when women and non-Western peoples have be
gun to claim themselves as subject. In a similar vein, Sarah Lennox 
has asserted that the postmodern despair associated with the recog
nition that truthis never entirely knowable is merely an inversion 
ofWestern arrogance.29 When Western white males-who tradition
ally have controlled the production ofknowledge-can no longer de
fine the truth,she argues, their response is to conclude that there is 
not a truth to be discovered. Similarly, Sandra Harding claims that 
"historically, relativism appears as an intellectual possibility, and as 
a 'probleD},' onl):' for dominatiIlg groups at the point where the he
gemony (theuhiversality) of their views;Ís being challenged. [Rel
ativism] is funda~entally a sexist response that attempts to preserve 
the legitimacyof androcentric claims in the face of contrary 
evidence."30 Perhaps mostcompellingforthe new ethnography is the 
question Andre¡:¡.s Huyssen asks in "Mapping the Postmodern"; 
"Isn't the deatbof the subject/author position tied by mere reversal 
to the very ideology that invariably glorifies the artist as genius? ... 
J:2P~~PQ,~kstJ:.lJ.Pt.lUaJi.s:r:n w_h~r~it siillP1y qeniesthe, s llbiE!gt ~lto=. 
gether jettison the chance of challenging the ideology of the subject 
(as male;:whit~,and middle-class)by developing alternative notions 
of subjectivity?"31 

These analyses. clearly raise questions about the experience of 
Westerri'. white males and how that experience is reflected in 
postmcidern thqught. To the extent that this dominant group has in 

28 Nancy Hartso'ck, "Rethinking Modernism," Cultural Critique 7 (Fall 1987): 
187-206. 

29 Sarah. Lennox, "Anthropology and the Poli tic s of D.¡construction" (paper 
presentep. at the ninth annual conference of the National Women's Studies Associ
ation, Atlanta, Ca., June 1987). 

30 Sandra Harding, "Introduction: Is There a Feminist Method?" in Feminism and 
Methodology, ed. Sandra Harding (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana Univer
sity Press, 1987), 1-14, esp. 10. 

31 Andreas Huyssen's "Mapping the Postmodern," quoted in Nancy K. Miller, 
"Changing the Subject: Authorship, Writing, and the Reader," in Feminist Studies: 
Critical Studies, ed. Teresa de Lauretis (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1986), 102-20, esp. 106-7. 
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recent years experienced a decentering as world politics and 
economic realities shift global power relations, postmodern theo
rizing can be understood as socially constructed itself, as a meta
phor for the sense of the dominant that the ground has begun to 
shift under their feet. And this social construction, according to 
Hartsock, Lennox, Harding, and Huyssen, is one that potentially 
may work to preserve the privileged position of Western white 
males. Ifso, then the new ethnography, in its reliance on 'postmod
erni.sm, may run the risk of participating in an ideology blind to its 
own politics. More than that, it may help to pr~serve the dominant 
colonial and neocolonial relations from which anthropology, and 
especia11y the new ethnography, has been trying to extÍ"icate itself. 

But to phrase this argument exclusively in these terms is to 
oBscur~. the fact. that~he,s-Ígnj-fiúanL:::)0Wer...,y¿.htiG-ps.-~;:~ .. ffia;BY- 03:

these new postmodernist anthropologists are not global but paro
chial, those that are played out in the hall s of anthropology 
departments, those that are embedded in the patriarchal social 
order of the academy in which male and female scholars maneuver 
for status, tenure, and power. In a recent article in Current 
Anthropology, P. Steven Sangren argues that although postmodern
ist anthropologists call for a questioning oftextually constituted 
authority, their efforts are actually a play for socially constituted 
authority and power.32 He thus suggests that it is first and foremost 
academíc politics that condition the production and reproduction of 
ethnographic texts. Moreover, according to hi~., "whatever 'author
ity' is created in a text has its most direct social effect not in the 
world of political and economic domination of the Third World by 
colonial and neocolonial powers, but rather in the academic insti
tutions in which such authors participate."33 While postmodernist 
anthropologists such as Clifford, Marcus, and Fischer may choose 
to think that they are transforming global po:wer relations as well as 
the discipline of anthropology itself, they may also be establishing 
first claim in the new academic territory on which this decade's 
battles for intellectual supremacy and jobs will be waged.34 The 
exclusion of feminist voices in Clifford and Marcus's influential 
volume and Clifford's defensive, convoluted, and contradictory 

32 P. Steven Sangren, "Rhetoric and the Authority of Ethnography," Current 
Anthropology 29, no. 3 (June 1988): 405-24, esp. 411. 

33 Ibid., 412. 
34 In their reply to Sangren, MichaeI Fischer and George Marcus (written with 

Stephen Tyler) caIl Sangren's concern an "obsession with academic power and 
status" (emphasis ours). See MíchaeI M. J. Fischer, George E. Marcus, and 
Stephen A. Tyler, "Comments," Current Anthropology 29, no. 3 (1988): 42.6-27, esp. 
426. 
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explanation for it are str~tegies that preserve male supremacy in the 
academy. Clifford seems well aware of this when we read in the 
same introductory pages in which he presents his defense of 
excluding feminist writers his statement that "all constructed truths 
are made possible by powerful 'líes' of exclusion and rhetoric."35 

The líe of excludingIeminism has characterized most postmod
ernist writing by males, not simply that in anthropology. One 
notable exception, Craig Owens' s "The Discourse of Others: Fem
ínists and Postmodernism," demonstrates the richness of insight 
into cultural phenomena that the conjunction of feminist and 
postmodern perspectives ~ffers. For anthropologists, his analysís of 
the message we huÍnans transmit to possible extraterrestrials, the 
space-age "other;' is particularly telling. Of the schematic image of 
anude man and woman, the Jormer' s right arm raised in greeting, 
which was emblazoned on the Pioneer spacecraft, Owens observes, 
"Like all representations of sexual difference that our culture 
produces, this is ~n image not simply of anatomical difference but 
of the values assignedto it."36 A small difference in morphology is 
marked or underscored by the erect right arm, a signal that speech 
is the prívilege 6fthe maleo Owens notes that deconstructíons of 
this privílege by m~i~ postmodernists is rare: "If one of the most 
salíent aspects of our' postmodern culture is the presence of an 
insistent feminist voice ... theories of postmodernism have tended 
either to neglect or to repress that voice. The absence of discussions 
of sexual difference in writings about postmodernism, as well as the 
fact that few women have' engaged in the modernism/postmodern-

.. ___ ._ is~,~·Le~~~,;.~~g&,.est thatpostmodernism may be another masculine 
inventiou eñginee;e"d~~éx'érúaé women:''''' --~ . .~- "'-~,~~" ...... ~. 

While "engineered," with its suggestions of conscious agency, 
may grant academic males too much sinister awareness, Owens' s 
observation of the evidence is accurate: "Men appear unwilling to 
address the issues placed on the critical agenda by women unless 
those issues have been first neut(e)ralízed."38 This suggests their 
fear of eritering into á discourse where the "other" has privilege. 
Intellectual cross-dressing, like its physical counterpart, is less 
disruptive of traditional orders of privilege when performed by 
women than by' men. 39 Fearing los s of authority,.¡nd masculinity, 

35 Clifford, "Introduetion" (n. 4 aboye), 7. 
36 Owens (n. 26 aboye), 61. 
37Ibid. 
38 Ibid., 62. 
39 Owens notes that writing for women requires inteIleetual eros s-dressing: "In 

order to speak, to represent herself, a woman assumes a maseuline position; perhaps 
that is why femininity is frequently associated with masquerade, with false repre· 
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male critics have preferred to look on feminism as a limited and 
peripheral enterprise, not as one that challenges them to rethink 
their own positions in terms of gender.40 "Although sympathetic 
male critics respect feminism (an old theme: respect for women)," 
Owens acknowledges that "they have in general declined to enter 
into the dialogue in which their female colleagues have been trying 
to engage them:'41 

The case ofPaul Rabinow is illustrative. His is the one article in 
Writing Culture that appears todeal seriously with feminismo 
However, he concludes that feminism is not an intellectual position 
he personally can hold. Seeing himself as "excluded from direct 
participation in the feminist dialogu~," he constructs ah alternative 
"ethical" position for anthropologists: critical cosmopolitanism. 
"This js an ~QPp()siE()!l:aJ pg~Jtio}1¡:~Jl~}lJg!.!.~~'Qne 5~~ptQiº_p~ QL . 
sovereign powers, universal truths ... but also wary of the ten
dency to essentialize difference." Ironically, however, Rabinow not 
only universalizes, stating "we are all cosmopolitans;" but also 
essentializes difference when he excludes himself from the femi
nist dialogue solely because he is maleo Seeing himself as unable to 
participate in feminist and Third World discourses, he identiBes 
with the Greek Sophists, "cosmopolitan insider's outsiders of a 

sentation, with simulation and seduction" (ibid., esp. 59). See also Mary Russo's 
"Female Grotesques: Carnival and Theory," in de Lauretis, ed. (n. 31 aboye), esp. 
213-29. For a broad discussion of the advantages of cross-dressing for women, see 
Susan Gubar's "Blessings in Disguise: Cross-Dressing as Re-Dressing for Female 
Modernists," Massachusetts Revíew 22, no. 3 (Autumn 1981): 477-508. A suspicious 
look at sorne male responses to feminist literary criticism in terms of current interest 
in male cross-dressing, as evidenced by the film Tootsíe, is Elaine Showalter's 
"Critical Cross-Dressing: Male Feminists and the Woman ofthe Year," Raritan 3, no. 
2 (FaIl 1983): 130-49. Male anxiety about the implications of doing feminist criticism 
was voiced by Dominick LaCapra in a discussion of his "Death in Venice: An w: 
AlIegory of Reading" (paper delivered at the Woodrow Wilson Institute's "Inter
preting the Humanities," June 1986). When asked about gender issues in Mann's 
story, he replied: "1 can't do transvestite criticism like Jonathan CuIler," a reference 
to the chapter "Reading as a Woman" in Jonathan CuIler, On Deconstructíon: 
Theory and Critícísm After Structuralism (Ithaca, N.Y.: CorneIl University Press, 
1982), esp. 43-64. Freud's similar fear of identification with the feminine is 
discussed in C. Bernheimer and Claire Kahane, eds., Dora's Case: Freud-Hystería
Feminísm (New York: Columbia University Pr~ss, 1985). 

40 Evelyn Fox Keller has described the recurrent mistranslation of gender and 
science as women and science, showing how gender questions are considered to be 
of concern only to women in "Feminist Perspectives on Science Studies," Barnard 
Occasíonal Papers on Women's Issues 3 (Spring 1988): 10--36. 

41 Owens, esp. 62. This observation, of course, is weIl known to feminists who 
have been consistently frustrated by the marginalization of feminist insights. See, 
e.g., MilIer (n. 31 aboye). . 
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particular historical and' cultural world."42 In thus constructing 
himself as just one more" other" among the rest, Rabinow risks the 
danger he ascribes to critics like James Clifford: "obliterating 
meaningful difference," obliterating and obscuring sorne of the 
privileges and power granted to him by race, nationality, and 
gender.43 He describes his decision to study elite French male 
colonial officials as proceeding from this oppositional ethical 
stance: "By 'studying up' 1 find myself in a more comfortable 
position than 1 would be were 1 'giving voice' on behalf of 
dominated or marginal groups." An exclusive focus on the elite, 
eschewing the dominated or marginal, is a dangerous, if comfort
able, correction. Feminists have taught us the danger of analyses 
that focus exclusively on men: they have traditionally rendered 
gender differences irrelevant and reinforced the Western male as 
the norm. Rabinow's earlier Rejlections on Fieldwork in Morocco 
relied exclusively on male inf0rmants, presenting women only 
marginally and as objects of his sexual desire, communicating 
through "the unambiguity 'of gesture."44 Ironi~ally, he claims his 
new work will broaden "considerations of power and representa
tion" which were "too localized in my earlier work on Morocco," 
yet he focuses even more expÍicitly on meno This can be defended 
only if Rabinow struggles withhis earlier insensitivity to gender 
issues and, in this study of elite powerful males, undertakes that 
part of the feminist project particularly suited to male practitioners: 
deconstructing the patriarchy.45 

Feminists' call for self-refiexivity in men is related to postmod
ernist anthropology's goal of self-critique; when anthropologists 
inélude·-themsélve'S:';?CIi'áracfers·"iri' ethnognij5hic' textsTnsteád óf 
posing as objective controHing narrators, they expose their biases. 
This coincides with the goals of postmodernism as characterized by 
Jane Flax: "Postmodern discourses are aH 'deconstructive' in that 
they seek to distance us from and make us skeptical about º~liefs 

42 Paul Rabinow, "Representations Are Social Facts: Modernity and Post
Modernity in Anthropology," in Clifford and Marcus, eds, (n. 2 aboye), 234-61, esp. 
257-59. 

43 Deborah Gordon has noted recently that not only is the critical cosmopolitan 
"not clearly marked by any 'local' concerns such as gender, ra~, nationality, etc.," 
but also "the Greek sophists who are Rabinow' s fictive figure for this position were 
European men," in "Writing Culture, Writing Feminism: The Poetics and Politics of 
Experimental Ethnography," Inscriptíons, nos. 3/4 (1988), 7-24. 

44 Rabinow (n. 1 aboye), esp. 67. 
45 Lois Banner argued that this is the appropriate task for males who are 

sympathetic to feminism in her response to Peter Gabriel Filene's plenary address, 
"History and Men' s History and What' s the Difference," at the Conference on the 
New Gender Scholarship: Women's and Men's Studies, University of Southern 
California, Los Angeles, February 1987, 
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concerning truth, knowledge, power, the self, and language that are 
often taken for granted within and serve as legitimation for contem
porary Western culture."46 Yet interest in these questions in post
modernism is abstract and philosophical, paradoxically grounded 
in a search for a more accurate vis ion of tfuth. Feminist~theory 
shares similar concerns to these postmodern ideas, as Flax notes, 
but feminist theory differs from postmodernism in that it acknowI
edges its grounding inpolitics. 
,,_ The one theorist who has grappled with the problems that arise 
when feminism and anthropology are merged is Marilyn Strathern, 
who notes that "anthropology has interests parallel to those of 
femini'St scholarship," which would lead us to "expect 'radical' 
anthropology to draw on its feminist counterpart."47 She notes, 

.,however"thatJ;;:mip1'i,lJ) . .bfl~llffect~donly tJ1e choice 2f sllEif~c!s_ of 
study in social anthropology, not its scholarly practices: where 
social anthropological categories of analysis have changed, "it has 
been in response tointernal criticism that has liule to do with 
feminist theory." Strathern seeks to explain why anthropology has 
failed to respond to feminism as a profound challenge by showing 
how the two endeavors are parallel, yet mock each other. Feminism 
mocks experimental anthropology's search for an ethnography that 
is a "collaborative productlon ... a metaphor for an ideal ethical 
situation in which neithé' voice is submerged by the Other," whiIe 
anthropology mocks feminists' pretensions to separate themseIves 
from Western "cultural suppositions about the nature of person
hood and of relationships ... shared equally by the [maIe] Other."48 

Strathern thus suggests that there can be no true merging of 
feminism and the new ethnography, but this contention is based on 
a problematic formulation. Even the brief quotations aboye in di
cate Strathern' s disturbing use of the term "other" to refer to 
"'patriarchy; the institutions and persons who represent male 
domination, often simpIy concretized as 'men.' " This, she believes, 
is the "other" of feminism, the "other" that feminists must reml!fn 
in opposition to for "the construction of the femini.st self."49. This 
feminist need to remain distinct from a wrongheaded maIe "other" 
is at odds, she argues, with the new ethnography' s desire to get 
close to and know the "other." But in this IaUer usage of the word 
"other," she refers to the traditional anthropologicaI subject of 
study, non-Western peoples. In her awkward paralleI usage, Strath-

46 Flax (n. 26 aboye); 624. 
47 Marilyn Strathern, "An Awkward Relationship: The Case of Feminism and 

Anthropology," Signs 12, no. 2 (Winter 1987): 276-92, esp. 277-80. 
48 Ibid., 281, 290-9l. 
49 Ibid., 288. 
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ern seems to ignore differential power relations, failing to acknowl
edge that one term in eacn pair is historically marked by privilege. 
She does not see that women are to men as natives are to 
anthropologists. And, thus, even if as feminists we remain in 
opposition to men to construct ourselves, it does not mean that we 
must fear getting to know 1;he non-Western "other." We may, 
however, be cautious in our desire to do so. Feminists can teach 
new ethnographers that theit ideal of collaboration "is a delusion, 
overlooking the crucial dimension of different social interests;' 
Strathern suggests, wrangly attributing this insight to the opposi
tional position feminists strike in relation to the patriarchal 
"other."50 Our suspicion of the new ethnographers' desire for 
collaboration with the "other" stems not from any such refusal to 
enter into dialogue with that "other," but from our history and 
understanding ofbeing appropriated and literally spoken for by the 
dominant, and fram our consequent sympathetic identification with 
the subjects of anthrapologicalstudy in this regard. 

This leads to the questioning, voiced recently by Judith Stacey, 
of whether any ethnography of the "other" can be compatible with 
feminist politics. Stacey argues that despite the appearance of 
compatibility between femririistresearchers seeking an "egalitarian 
research process characterized by authenticity, reciprocity, and 
intersubjectivity between the researcher and her 'subjects; " and 
the face-to-face and personalized encounter of the ethnographic 
field experience, major contradictions exist. First, the highly per
sonalized relationship between ethnographer and research subject, 
which masks actual differences in *power, knowledge, and structural 

.mobility, "pla~e.§.,t~§;~fl,rch.)w-.bi~sat"gravec,r.isk of manipulation ._. ". 
and betrayal by the ethnographer." Additiónally, Stacey points to 
the contradiction between the desire for collaboration on the final 
research praduct and the factthat "the research product is ulti-
mately that of the researcher, however modified or influenced by 
informants."5! Stacey's response to these contradictions is to despair 
of a fully feminist ethnography. "There can be ethnographies that 
are partially feminist, accounts of culture enhanced by the applica-
tion of feminist perspectives," she argues, and there can be "fem-
inist research that is rigorously self-aware and tnerefore humble 
about the p~rtiality of its ethnographic visio1f and its capacity to 
represent self and other."52 But how are these goals to be realized? 
Has feminism nothing more to teach the new ethnography? 

50 Ibid., 290. 
51 Judith Stacey, "Can There Be a Feminist Ethnography?" Women's Studíes 

International Forum 11, no. 1 (1988): 21-27, esp. 22-23. 
52 Ibid., 26. 
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